SERIES® SEATING MODEL-K® CHAIR

We’ve expanded our product portfolio with the addition of the SERIES Model-K® stackable theater chair. Staging Concepts will distribute the new seating option, which is manufactured by SERIES® Seating.

With the new SERIES Model-K chair we set out to do the impossible: engineer the best upholstered theater stacking chair with a self-lifting seat in the industry.

Key Attributes:
• **Elegant Simple Design** with compelling visual dynamics will remain current for a lifetime.
• **Surround Foam Patented System** adds to your comfort, prevents fabric marks, prevents foam deterioration and keeps a cool temperature for long lasting use.
• **Patented Seat & Back Tubular Steel & Mesh Construction** maintains shape, increases durability and comfort to your seat and back. Backs have standard lumbar support. The seat construction will support up to 600 lbs. on the front edge of the seat and up to 900 lbs. across the middle of the seat.
• **Patented Fully Enclosed Silent Seat Gravity Lift System** does not require any maintenance and will operate perfectly as long as there is gravity to help, ensuring the seat will always return to a consistent position without finger or clothing entrapments.
• **Removable Slip Cover Upholstery** allows for quick change should fabric become soiled or outlives its useful life span without fabric puddling.
• **Linking Systems** allows you to connect chairs to each other on straight, radius or reverse radius row configurations.
• **Front Stacking** allows you to stack up to 20 chairs and go through a standard 8’ high door.
• **SERIES Seating manufactures in-house all product components** including foam, engineered wood, steel, and upholstery saving cost and improving quality control on all products.
**SERIES® SEATING MODEL-K® CHAIR**

**MODEL-K OPTIONS**

**CHAIR WIDTHS**
- 20” (508 mm) armless
- 24” (609 mm) with arms

**BACK**
- Back Height: 32 3/4” (832 mm)
- Fully upholstered snap-in cover

**SEAT**
- Fully upholstered zippered cover

**ARMREST**
- Chair available in two versions, armless or double arm
- Armrests are made from wood or integral skin polyurethane

**AISLE PANELS**
- Aisle end panel end K
- Custom panel design available

**SUPPORTS**
- Four legs support

**LINKING SYSTEM**
- Integrated connecting system for straight or radius rows configurations

**MODEL-K ACCESSORIES**

**SIGNAGE**
- Removable magnetic seat number plates
- Removable magnetic aisle row identification letter plates
- Signage plates are surface mount

**HOLDERS**
- Cup holder: Steel removable rear mounted

**ROW ALIGNMENT**
- Latch to maintain alignment of straight rows

**DOLLY**
- Nesting dolly capable of stacking up to 20 chairs

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- Chair envelope: 20” (508 mm)
- Chair weight: 23 to 26 lbs. (10.5 to 12 kgs)

Dimensions are nominal and SERIES Seating reserves the right to modify design and specifications without notice.

**TEN YEAR WARRANTY** on all chair components.
- Fabric components will be fabric manufacturer warranty.
- For complete warranty details contact SERIES Seating.

Key features that set the SERIES Model-K chair apart from other chairs:
- Self-lifting seat provides a narrow envelope of only 20” (508 mm)
- Chair stacking capacity, up to 20 chairs
- Lightweight armless 23 pounds (10.5 kg)
- Replaceable zippered seat and snap-in back cover
- Quick and easy front load stacking
- Stores in 1/2 of the space of typical stacking chairs
- Available in armless, arm or dual arm configuration
- Durable steel construction passes 600 lb. static load test
- Innovative patented design

These unique features result in more than just another chair. The SERIES Seating Model-K theater chair is the new standard in theater stacking chair design.